
THE GUTTER GUARD
that revolutionized

an entire industry.

Gutter Guards That Actually Work!

Leaf Solution USA warrants to you that the product is free from defects in material 

and workmanship during manufacture and that the finish on the product will 

not chip or blister under conditions of ordinary wear. This warranty is limited 

to the terms and conditions, exclusions and limitations, requirements and legal 

rights stated in its full description located at leafsolutionusa.com/warranty.

(888) 231-2202   |  sales@leafsolution.com

Why gutters?

Why gutter guards?

Gutters protect the perimeter of a house by channeling rain water
and melting snow away from the fascia, landscaped areas and foundation.
Excessive water pools can seep into foundation, basement, crawl space,
and paved areas causing major damage when it freezes and expands.
Gutters also protect against leaks in roofs, mold and mildew.

Clogged gutters negate
the benefit of gutters.
     They can fill with leaves, pine 
needles, oak tassels, asphalt, and 
shingle debris; they can fill with 
nests that harbor infestation and
trap water to become a breeding 
place for mosquitoes. Dried debris, 
particularly pine needles, creates a 
potential fire hazard in droughts. 
     In winter conditions, clogged 
gutters can freeze causing 
dangerous icicles and water 
damming, forcing water under 
shingles and causing leaks.
     And, clogged gutters necessitate
cleaning which is tedious and often 
dangerous. Hiring someone to 
clean gutters is expensive.

  Leaves
  Pine Needles
  Shingle Debris
  Oak Tassels

  Asphalt Grit
  Rodents
  Nests
  Stagnant Water

  Roof Granules
  Pollen
  AND MORE

Common gutter debris:

Protect your gutters and your home!

Gutter Guards That Actually Work!

LeafSolutionPRO 

is sold factory-direct to

only qualified contractors

and installers.

Leaf Solution was founded in 2002 by Evelyn Robbins, a pioneer in the
industry, with one simple committment -- to create a gutter guard that 
actually works! The patented innovations of LeafSolutionPRO have 
changed the entire industry, making tried-and-true concepts obsolete. 
Her research resulted in the use of optimum-sized micro-mesh, which 
has now been copied by every major competitor making her efforts the 
standard of the industry. Rigorous quality control and testing standards, 
created by Evelyn, are uncompromising and still in use today. They are 
the toughest in the industry.
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Leaf Solution
gutter guards can be 

mounted to the fascia 
or under the shingle.

Size And Color Options

PACKAGING: 5’ LENGTHS (20 PANELS/BOX)

Mesh is integrated, horizontally AND vertically with
the durable substrate, and assembled using a
patented hemming process (No. 8,375.644) to
prevent separating, sagging or stretching.

LeafSolutionPRO is installed at an 
angle to optimize shedding. Even 
the smallest debris will self-shed 
and not accumulate on the top.

Installation and More Information?  www.leafsolution.com

Our finest, PROfessional grade gutter protection!
     The exclusive design and engineering of LeafSolutionPRO 
maximizes gutter and roof protection.
     Custom-engineered 440-micron, stainless-steel mesh features 
holes large enough to maximize water flow, yet small enough to 
block shingle grit. The patented triple-dip Capillary Diversion 
System captures ALL rain water, even torrential quantities, 

forcing it into the gutter. The mesh is then integrated, 
vertically AND horizontally with a durable substrate, and 
assembled using a patented hemming process that prevents 
separating, sagging and stretching.
     Low-profile LeafSolutionPRO is easily installed under the 
shingle, at an angle to hide it from sight and maximize the 
self-shedding of debris.

the gutter guard that
revolutionized an industry ....

High-Capacity Maximum Gutter
Protection

Keeps Out
All Debris

Low Profile

Your Choice of 6 COLORS
with Matching

Inside Miters and End Caps!
WHITE   No. 1483 No. 1407
BLACK   No. 1342 No. 1293
MILL   No. 1437 No. 1768
BROWN   No. 1417 No. 1444
ALMOND   No. 1421 No. 1264

BRONZE   No.1398 No. 1247

5” 6”

The patented (No. 8,375,644) triple-dip Capillary Di-
verter System slows down and captures almost 100% 
of rainwater, even torrential quantities.

Custom-engineered 440-micron gauge stainless
steel mesh is the optimum size to maximum water
flow, yet small enough to catch shingle grit.

The triple-dip, arc-shaped surfaces 
deflect and force all water into the 
gutter below.

BEFORE AFTER

Miters and Accesories

WHITE   No. PRO1682 No. PRO1683
BLACK   No. PRO1816 No. PRO1811
MILL   No. PRO1819 No. PRO1814
BROWN   No. PRO1817 No. PRO1812
ALMOND   No. PRO1818 No. PRO1813

BRONZE   No. PRO1820 No. PRO1815

5” 6”

     The LeafSolutionPRO Inside Miter channels the enormous quantities of water created 
by roof valleys. Installed under the shingle and screwed to the gutter edge, they provide 
approximately 40% MORE COLLECTION AREA capturing all the rain water, even torrential 
amounts, and eliminating the need for unsightly and ineffective diverters or water shields. 
Available in 6 colors and matching end caps, this miter protects against potential damage to 
fascias, landscaping and foundations.

Leaf Solution Wand
Designed specifically for cleaning and periodic 
maintenance of LeafSolutionPRO gutter guards, this wand 
generates a high-velocity water spray using standard 
water pressure from a garden hose. It telescopes to 13” 
for first and second story use and has a directional spray 
nozzle with an ON/OFF valve. Custom made for Leaf 
Solution, wands are designed to quickly rid any surface 
accumulation. No. 1769

Downspout Caps
Corrosion-resistant stain-
less steel mesh. Cap screws 
into end of downspout to 
block rodents and/or other 
infestation. 
WHITE.
20 per pack.
  2” x 3”     3” x 4”
No. 1783 No. 1784

Screws
Stainless, #8 Head.
For gutter mount.
(600 per Pack)
.625” No. 1697

Inside Miter

End Caps
20L+20R per Pack

Gutter Guards That Actually Work!
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WHITE   No. PRO1594
BLACK   No. PRO1821
MILL   No. PRO1824
BROWN   No. PRO1822
ALMOND   No. PRO1823

BRONZE   No. PRO1825

5” - 6”


